BETTER VET VISITS

Six Steps of Clicker Training
For animals new to clicker training, the sound of the clicker is initially a neutral sound
without inherent meaning. We want your pet to learn that the sound of the click
predicts the arrival of a delicious treat. Once an animal learns the association between
the click and treat, the sky is the limit in your ability to communicate and teach.
To build the clicker’s value, you will pair each click with the delivery of a delicious treat.
Begin the following steps with the clicker out of your pets’s sight. You might consider
holding it in your hand behind your back. This helps prevent pointing the clicker at your
animal like it’s a television remote. If your pet reacts fearfully to the sound, muffle the
clicker by putting it in your pocket, switch to a softer-sounding clicker, or use the click
made by pressing a ballpoint pen.
If your pet already knows a click means food is coming, skip to Step 2.

STEP 1: ESTABLISH THE MEANING OF THE CLICKER
Click one time and immediately feed a treat. This should get your pet’s attention! It
won’t take long—fewer than a dozen click/treats should teach a powerful association
between the sound of the click and the treat.
To assess if the clicker has meaning to your pet, click when your pet is turned in the
opposite direction. If his head snaps in your direction, he knows what the sound means!

STEP 2: OBSERVE THE BEHAVIOR
Use your eagle eye to notice your pet doing a behavior you like. Some easy possibilities
include: looking at you, sitting, lying down, coming toward you, or touching your open
palm with his nose. You can click/treat for any one of these desired behaviors to
encourage the behavior to occur more often.

STEP 3: MARK THE BEHAVIOR
The timing of the click is crucial. Click at the exact moment the behavior occurs. If you
are clicking your pet for sitting, you should click as his butt begins to hit the ground.
Clicker timing takes practice, so have some fun clicking your pet to really hone this skill.
The clicker quickly becomes a new, very valuable way to communicate with your pet.
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STEP 4: REINFORCE THE BEHAVIOR
To maintain its powerful value, the click must consistently mean the same thing every
time: a treat is coming! Once you have marked behavior with a click, deliver a treat.
Even if you accidentally click a behavior, provide a treat. There is no harm in occasionally
accidentally clicking; it happens to all trainers. Maintaining the value of the click is much
more important than accidentally reinforcing an incorrect response. If you don’t
provide the treat after a click, the clicker can lose some of its value to the animal (the
important promise that a treat is coming). When choosing a reinforcer (treat), you’ll
want to ensure it is very valuable to the pet. If he isn’t enjoying a particular treat, try a
different one until you find one he eats enthusiastically.

STEP 5: INTRODUCE A CUE
Once the animal is reliably offering a behavior right after completion of the previous
repetition of the behavior (rate of reinforcement is approximately 10-15 c/t per minute
in a shaping / capturing session), begin introducing a cue just before the animal
performs the behavior. Use any word or visual cue you want, but be sure this cue will
only be given for this specific behavior. Click and treat performance of the behavior in
response to its new cue.

STEP 6: GENERALIZE THE CUE
To help the animal understand the cue in any context, click and treat successful
responses in different environments (a different room in the house, outside in the yard,
at a friend’s house, on the sidewalk, at the park).
Once the animal reliably performs the behavior in response to the cue in different
environments, you may phase out the clicker and begin to alternate click/treats with
reinforcers like toys, the chance to go for a walk, and petting/praise for correct
performance. If you ask the animal to perform the behavior, always “pay” him in a way
that is meaningful to him—an opportunity to go outdoors, fetch a ball, play with a toy,
receive praise and petting, greet a new person, or eat a favorite treat. For very
important behaviors like recall, it is especially essential to use your highest value treats
for a job well done!

IMPORTANT POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND:
1. Proceed at the animal’s pace. Each animal learns at a different rate.
2. If you click, even if by accident, always give a treat.
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3. Always set the animal up to succeed by reinforcing frequently (10 to 15 times per
minute for simple behaviors like “sit” and “lie down”) and keeping training sessions
very short (3 to 5 minutes is plenty for most animals).
4. Keep a clicker handy. Buy several and leave them around the house, in your purse,
and in your car. The clicker is a tool for training new behaviors. Once a behavior is
trained to your satisfaction, the clicker is no longer needed for that particular
behavior. You can reward with a treat, petting, toy, praise, or a chance to go outside.
5. Have treats readily available. Get a pouch that goes around your waist or one that
you can hook on a belt loop. Alternatively, use treats that you can put in your
pocket. Keep treats in strategic locations throughout the house, in case you catch
your pet doing something wonderful!
6. If you plan to do a lot of training, reduce the pet’s regular meal according to the
amount of treats he is getting during training sessions. This will help keep him from
gaining weight.
7. Treats are rewards (paychecks) for doing a behavior correctly. They are not bribes.
Avoid dangling the food in front of the pet either before the behavior or before the
click.
8. As a rule, treats should be small (about the size of a pea), tasty, and easily chewed
and swallowed.
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